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Supplies needed:
100% cotton fabric
¼” flat elastic
(note, if elastic is not available for loops, can create fabric straps to tie in back)
One twisty tie or pipe cleaner/mask
Cut fabric to these dimensions
Follow steps numbered and circled
Back of Mask

3. Fold & pin Flaps to form pocket opening on back of mask.
Insert twist tie or pipe cleaner
1. Insert twist tie at center then hem in.

2. Twisted tie

Back of Mask

3. Fold 4 pin flaps to form pocket opening on back of mask.
For straps: can use a 7” piece of elastic sewn on each side as pictured, or add cotton fabric ties at each corner, 10.5” length per tie.
This is showing the front of the mask

Front of Mask

1. Create 3 pleats & pin
2. Sew around three sides with second pass to reinforce pleat ends & elastic
Mask pictured has two layers of brown felt material inserted into pocket.